TERMS AND CONDITIONS

AT&T Virtual PrePaid Minutes
Dollar-based card ($30 and $50 Worldwide)

Updated 5/2018

BY USING THE PIN PROVIDED WITH THIS VIRTUAL PREPAID PHONE CARD YOU CONSENT TO THE TERMS, CONDITIONS, RATES AND CHARGES BELOW AND IN THE SERVICE GUIDE AT www.att.com/prepaidguide.

Dollar-value based on a rate of $0.07/minute of U.S. domestic calling only. Also, a surcharge not to exceed $0.70 applies to U.S. pay phone calls, some of which compensates pay phone providers. One-minute billing increments; partial minutes used are billed as full minutes. Rates may be higher for calls to/from mobile phones. International rates are higher than U.S. domestic rates, differ according to area called, and can change. Call Customer Care for international calling information before leaving the U.S. Recharge minutes may have different rates, surcharges, & terms & conditions & are not refundable. Card value expires 365 days after activation, recharge or last use. PIN cannot be used for toll free calls, calls for paid services with premium charges or for operator-handled calls. Directory Assistance rates are higher than U.S. domestic rates. Service provider makes no warranties and its liability is limited per service guide. Any disputes arising from purchase or use of this Virtual PrePaid Card are settled by arbitration. Safeguard your PIN. You are responsible for loss or unauthorized use. PIN may be terminated without notice if fraud is suspected. PIN is not returnable or exchangeable unless defective. If you recharge, all minutes become non-refundable. Direct unresolved complaints to the regulatory agency in the state where Virtual PrePaid Card was purchased. Virtual Prepaid Minutes are intended for use in the U.S. Service provided by AT&T Corp. or affiliate; by AT&T Alascom in AK. Service provided where authorized.

AT&T Virtual PrePaid Minutes
Minute-Based Cards (100, 300, 500, 1,000-Minute Cards)

Updated 3/2018

BY USING THIS VIRTUAL PREPAID PHONE CARD YOU CONSENT TO THE TERMS, CONDITIONS, RATES AND CHARGES BELOW AND IN THE SERVICE GUIDE AT www.att.com/prepaidguide.

Minute value applies to U.S. domestic calling only. A surcharge not to exceed 10 minutes applies to U.S. pay phone calls, a portion of which compensates pay phone providers. One-minute billing increments; partial minutes used are billed as full minutes. Rates may be higher for calls to/from mobile phones. International rates are higher than U.S. domestic rates, vary according to area called, and are subject to change. Call Customer Care for international calling information before leaving the U.S. Recharge minutes may have different rates, surcharges, & terms & conditions & are not refundable. Directory Assistance rates are higher than U.S. domestic rates. Card value expires 365 days after activation, recharge or last use. PIN cannot be used for toll free calls, calls for paid services with premium charges or for operator-handled calls. Service provider makes no warranties and its liability is limited per service guide. Any disputes arising from purchase or use of this card are settled by arbitration, which doesn’t apply to CA residents for disputes arising in CA. Safeguard your PIN. You are responsible for loss or unauthorized use. PIN may be terminated without notice if fraud is suspected. PIN is not returnable or exchangeable unless defective. Direct unresolved complaints to the regulatory agency in the state where Card was purchased. Service provided by AT&T Corp. or affiliate; by AT&T Alascom in AK. Service provided where authorized.
TERMS AND CONDITIONS

NEX | AT&T Virtual Worldwide PrePaid Minutes
$10 Card
Updated 3/2018

BY USING THIS PREPAID PHONE CARD YOU CONSENT TO THE TERMS, CONDITIONS, RATES & CHARGES BELOW AND IN THE SERVICE GUIDE AT www.att.com/prepaidguide.

$10 value based on rate of $0.0549/min. of U.S. domestic calling only. Also, a surcharge not to exceed $0.72 applies to U.S. pay phone calls, some of which compensates pay phone providers. Minute value applies to U.S. domestic calls only. One-minute billing increments; partial minutes billed as full minutes. Rates may be higher for calls to/from mobile phones. Int'l rates are higher than U.S. domestic rates, vary according to area called & can change. Call Customer Care for int'l calling information before leaving the U.S. Recharge minutes may have different rates, surcharges, & terms & conditions & are not refundable. Card value expires 365 days after activation, recharge or last use. Card can’t be used for toll free calls, calls for paid services with premium charges or for operator-handled calls. Directory Assistance rates are higher than U.S. domestic rates. Service provider makes no warranties and its liability is limited per service guide. Any disputes arising from purchase or use of this Card are settled by arbitration, which doesn’t apply to CA residents for disputes arising in CA. Safeguard your Card/PIN. You are responsible for loss or unauthorized use. Card may be terminated without notice if fraud is suspected. Card can’t be returned/exchanged unless defective. Direct unresolved complaints to regulatory agency in state where Card was bought. Service provided by AT&T Corp. or affiliate; by AT&T Alascom in AK. Service provided where authorized.

NEX | AT&T Virtual Worldwide PrePaid Minutes
$20 Card
Updated 3/2018

BY USING THIS PREPAID PHONE CARD YOU CONSENT TO THE TERMS, CONDITIONS, RATES & CHARGES BELOW AND IN THE SERVICE GUIDE AT www.att.com/prepaidguide.

$20 value based on rate of $0.049/min. of U.S. domestic calling only. Also, a surcharge not to exceed $0.72 applies to U.S. pay phone calls, some of which compensates pay phone providers. Minute value applies to U.S. domestic calls only. One-minute billing increments; partial minutes billed as full minutes. Rates may be higher for calls to/from mobile phones. Int'l rates are higher than U.S. domestic rates, vary according to area called & can change. Call Customer Care for int'l calling information before leaving the U.S. Recharge minutes may have different rates, surcharges, & terms & conditions & are not refundable. Card value expires 365 days after activation, recharge or last use. Card can’t be used for toll free calls, calls for paid services with premium charges or for operator-handled calls. Directory Assistance rates are higher than U.S. domestic rates. Service provider makes no warranties and its liability is limited per service guide. Any disputes arising from purchase or use of this Card are settled by arbitration, which doesn’t apply to CA residents for disputes arising in CA. Safeguard your Card/PIN. You are responsible for loss or unauthorized use. Card may be terminated without notice if fraud is suspected. Card can’t be returned/exchanged unless defective. Direct unresolved complaints to regulatory agency in state where Card was bought. Service provided by AT&T Corp. or affiliate; by AT&T Alascom in AK. Service provided where authorized.
Terms and Conditions

AT&T Virtual Worldwide Minutes
75 Minute Card
Updated 3/2018

BY USING THIS PREPAID PHONE CARD YOU CONSENT TO THE TERMS, CONDITIONS, RATES & CHARGES BELOW AND IN THE SERVICE GUIDE AT www.att.com/prepaidguide.

A surcharge not to exceed 13 minutes / $0.78 applies to U.S. pay phone calls, a portion of which compensates pay phone providers. Minute value applies to U.S. domestic calls only. One-minute billing increments; partial minutes used are billed as full minutes. Rates may be higher for calls to/from mobile phones. International rates are higher than U.S. domestic rates, vary according to area called and are subject to change. Call Customer Care for international calling information before leaving the U.S. Recharge minutes may have different rates, surcharges, & terms & conditions & are not refundable. Card value expires 365 days after activation, recharge or last use. Card cannot be used for toll free calls, calls for paid services with premium charges or for operator-handled calls. Directory Assistance rates are higher than U.S. domestic rates. Service provider makes no warranties and its liability is limited per service guide. Any disputes arising from purchase or use of this Card are settled by arbitration, which doesn't apply to CA residents for disputes arising in CA. Safeguard your Card/PIN. You are responsible for loss or unauthorized use. Card may be terminated without notice if fraud is suspected. Card can't be returned/exchanged unless defective. Direct unresolved complaints to regulatory agency in state where Card was bought. Service provided by AT&T Corp. or affiliate; by AT&T Alascom in AK. Service provided where authorized.

AT&T Virtual Worldwide Minutes
150 Minute Card
Updated 3/2018

BY USING THIS PREPAID PHONE CARD YOU CONSENT TO THE TERMS, CONDITIONS, RATES & CHARGES BELOW AND IN THE SERVICE GUIDE AT www.att.com/prepaidguide.

A surcharge not to exceed 13 minutes / $.072 applies to U.S. pay phone calls, a portion of which compensates pay phone providers. Minute value applies to U.S. domestic calls only. One-minute billing increments; partial minutes used are billed as full minutes. Rates may be higher for calls to/from mobile phones. International rates are higher than U.S. domestic rates, vary according to area called and are subject to change. Call Customer Care for international calling information before leaving the U.S. Recharge minutes may have different rates, surcharges, & terms & conditions & are not refundable. Card value expires 365 days after activation, recharge or last use. Card cannot be used for toll free calls, calls for paid services with premium charges or for operator-handled calls. Directory Assistance rates are higher than U.S. domestic rates. Service provider makes no warranties and its liability is limited per service guide. Any disputes arising from purchase or use of this Card are settled by arbitration, which doesn't apply to CA residents for disputes arising in CA. Safeguard your Card/PIN. You are responsible for loss or unauthorized use. Card may be terminated without notice if fraud is suspected. Card can't be returned/exchanged unless defective. Direct unresolved complaints to regulatory agency in state where Card was bought. Service provided by AT&T Corp. or affiliate; by AT&T Alascom in AK. Service provided where authorized.
Terms and Conditions

AT&T Virtual Worldwide Minutes

300 Minute Card

Updated 3/2018

BY USING THIS PREPAID PHONE CARD YOU CONSENT TO THE TERMS, CONDITIONS, RATES & CHARGES BELOW AND IN THE SERVICE GUIDE AT www.att.com/prepaidguide.

A surcharge not to exceed 14 minutes / $0.70 applies to U.S. pay phone calls, a portion of which compensates pay phone providers. Minute value applies to U.S. domestic calls only. One-minute billing increments; partial minutes used are billed as full minutes. Rates may be higher for calls to/from mobile phones. International rates are higher than U.S. domestic rates, vary according to area called and are subject to change. Call Customer Care for international calling information before leaving the U.S. Recharge minutes may have different rates, surcharges, & terms & conditions & are not refundable. Card value expires 365 days after activation, recharge or last use. Card cannot be used for toll free calls, calls for paid services with premium charges or for operator-handled calls. Directory Assistance rates are higher than U.S. domestic rates. Service provider makes no warranties and its liability is limited per service guide. Any disputes arising from purchase or use of this Card are settled by arbitration, which doesn't apply to CA residents for disputes arising in CA. Safeguard your Card/PIN. You are responsible for loss or unauthorized use. Card may be terminated without notice if fraud is suspected. Card can't be returned/exchanged unless defective. Direct unresolved complaints to regulatory agency in state where Card was bought. Service provided by AT&T Corp. or affiliate; by AT&T Alascom in AK. Service provided where authorized.

AT&T Virtual Worldwide Minutes

550 Minute Card

Updated 3/2018

BY USING THIS PREPAID PHONE CARD YOU CONSENT TO THE TERMS, CONDITIONS, RATES & CHARGES BELOW AND IN THE SERVICE GUIDE AT www.att.com/prepaidguide.

A surcharge not to exceed 17 minutes / $0.68 applies to U.S. pay phone calls, a portion of which compensates pay phone providers. Minute value applies to U.S. domestic calls only. One-minute billing increments; partial minutes used are billed as full minutes. Rates may be higher for calls to/from mobile phones. International rates are higher than U.S. domestic rates, vary according to area called and are subject to change. Call Customer Care for international calling information before leaving the U.S. Recharge minutes may have different rates, surcharges, & terms & conditions & are not refundable. Card value expires 365 days after activation, recharge or last use. Card cannot be used for toll free calls, calls for paid services with premium charges or for operator-handled calls. Directory Assistance rates are higher than U.S. domestic rates. Service provider makes no warranties and its liability is limited per service guide. Any disputes arising from purchase or use of this Card are settled by arbitration, which doesn't apply to CA residents for disputes arising in CA. Safeguard your Card/PIN. You are responsible for loss or unauthorized use. Card may be terminated without notice if fraud is suspected. Card can't be returned/exchanged unless defective. Direct unresolved complaints to regulatory agency in state where Card was bought. Service provided by AT&T Corp. or affiliate; by AT&T Alascom in AK. Service provided where authorized.
TERMS AND CONDITIONS

MCCS | AT&T Virtual Worldwide PrePaid Minutes
$10 Card
Updated 3/2018

BY USING THIS PREPAID PHONE CARD YOU CONSENT TO THE TERMS, CONDITIONS, RATES & CHARGES BELOW AND IN THE SERVICE GUIDE AT www.att.com/prepaidguide.

$10 value based on rate of $0.0549/min. of U.S. domestic calling only. Also, a surcharge not to exceed $0.72 applies to U.S. pay phone calls, some of which compensates pay phone providers. Minute value applies to U.S. domestic calls only. One-minute billing increments; partial minutes billed as full minutes. Rates may be higher for calls to/from mobile phones. Int'l rates are higher than U.S. domestic rates, vary according to area called & can change. Call Customer Care for int'l calling information before leaving the U.S. Recharge minutes may have different rates, surcharges, & terms & conditions & are not refundable. Card value expires 365 days after activation, recharge or last use. Card can't be used for toll free calls, calls for paid services with premium charges or for operator-handled calls. Directory Assistance rates are higher than U.S. domestic rates. Service provider makes no warranties and its liability is limited per service guide. Any disputes arising from purchase or use of this Card are settled by arbitration, which doesn't apply to CA residents for disputes arising in CA. Safeguard your Card/PIN. You are responsible for loss or unauthorized use. Card may be terminated without notice if fraud is suspected. Card can't be returned/exchanged unless defective. Direct unresolved complaints to regulatory agency in state where Card was bought. Service provided by AT&T Corp. or affiliate; by AT&T Alascom in AK. Service provided where authorized.

MCCS | AT&T Virtual Worldwide PrePaid Minutes
$20 Card
Updated 3/2018

BY USING THIS PREPAID PHONE CARD YOU CONSENT TO THE TERMS, CONDITIONS, RATES & CHARGES BELOW AND IN THE SERVICE GUIDE AT www.att.com/prepaidguide.

$20 value based on rate of $0.049/min. of U.S. domestic calling only. Also, a surcharge not to exceed $0.72 applies to U.S. pay phone calls, some of which compensates pay phone providers. Minute value applies to U.S. domestic calls only. One-minute billing increments; partial minutes billed as full minutes. Rates may be higher for calls to/from mobile phones. Int'l rates are higher than U.S. domestic rates, vary according to area called & can change. Call Customer Care for int'l calling information before leaving the U.S. Recharge minutes may have different rates, surcharges, & terms & conditions & are not refundable. Card value expires 365 days after activation, recharge or last use. Card can't be used for toll free calls, calls for paid services with premium charges or for operator-handled calls. Directory Assistance rates are higher than U.S. domestic rates. Service provider makes no warranties and its liability is limited per service guide. Any disputes arising from purchase or use of this Card are settled by arbitration, which doesn't apply to CA residents for disputes arising in CA. Safeguard your Card/PIN. You are responsible for loss or unauthorized use. Card may be terminated without notice if fraud is suspected. Card can't be returned/exchanged unless defective. Direct unresolved complaints to regulatory agency in state where Card was bought. Service provided by AT&T Corp. or affiliate; by AT&T Alascom in AK. Service provided where authorized.
TERMS AND CONDITIONS

CGES | AT&T Virtual Worldwide PrePaid Minutes
$10 Card
Updated 3/2018

BY USING THIS PREPAID PHONE CARD YOU CONSENT TO THE TERMS, CONDITIONS, RATES & CHARGES BELOW AND IN THE SERVICE GUIDE AT www.att.com/prepaidguide.

$10 value based on rate of $0.0549/min. of U.S. domestic calling only. Also, a surcharge not to exceed $0.72 applies to U.S. pay phone calls, some of which compensates pay phone providers. Minute value applies to U.S. domestic calls only. One-minute billing increments; partial minutes billed as full minutes. Rates may be higher for calls to/from mobile phones. Int'l rates are higher than U.S. domestic rates, vary according to area called & can change. Call Customer Care for int'l calling information before leaving the U.S. Recharge minutes may have different rates, surcharges, & terms & conditions & are not refundable. Card value expires 365 days after activation, recharge or last use. Card can't be used for toll free calls, calls for paid services with premium charges or for operator-handled calls. Directory Assistance rates are higher than U.S. domestic rates. Service provider makes no warranties and its liability is limited per service guide. Any disputes arising from purchase or use of this Card are settled by arbitration, which doesn't apply to CA residents for disputes arising in CA. Safeguard your Card/PIN. You are responsible for loss or unauthorized use. Card may be terminated without notice if fraud is suspected. Card can't be returned/exchanged unless defective. Direct unresolved complaints to regulatory agency in state where Card was bought. Service provided by AT&T Corp. or affiliate; by AT&T Alascom in AK. Service provided where authorized.

CGES | AT&T Virtual Worldwide PrePaid Minutes
$20 Card
Updated 3/2018

BY USING THIS PREPAID PHONE CARD YOU CONSENT TO THE TERMS, CONDITIONS, RATES & CHARGES BELOW AND IN THE SERVICE GUIDE AT www.att.com/prepaidguide.

$20 value based on rate of $0.049/min. of U.S. domestic calling only. Also, a surcharge not to exceed $0.72 applies to U.S. pay phone calls, some of which compensates pay phone providers. Minute value applies to U.S. domestic calls only. One-minute billing increments; partial minutes billed as full minutes. Rates may be higher for calls to/from mobile phones. Int'l rates are higher than U.S. domestic rates, vary according to area called & can change. Call Customer Care for int'l calling information before leaving the U.S. Recharge minutes may have different rates, surcharges, & terms & conditions & are not refundable. Card value expires 365 days after activation, recharge or last use. Card can't be used for toll free calls, calls for paid services with premium charges or for operator-handled calls. Directory Assistance rates are higher than U.S. domestic rates. Service provider makes no warranties and its liability is limited per service guide. Any disputes arising from purchase or use of this Card are settled by arbitration, which doesn't apply to CA residents for disputes arising in CA. Safeguard your Card/PIN. You are responsible for loss or unauthorized use. Card may be terminated without notice if fraud is suspected. Card can't be returned/exchanged unless defective. Direct unresolved complaints to regulatory agency in state where Card was bought. Service provided by AT&T Corp. or affiliate; by AT&T Alascom in AK. Service provided where authorized.
Terms and Conditions

NEX | AT&T Worldwide PrePaid Card with Ocean Service

$20 Card
Updated 5/2018

BY USING THIS PREPAID PHONE CARD, YOU CONSENT TO THE TERMS, CONDITIONS, RATES AND CHARGES BELOW AND IN THE SERVICE GUIDE AT www.att.com/prepaidguide.

A surcharge not to exceed $0.64 applies to U.S. pay phone calls, some of which compensates pay phone providers (there is no surcharge on International pay phone calls). $20 value based on $0.049/minute of U.S. domestic calling, or $0.45/minute of Ocean Service to the U.S. International and other Direct Ocean Service rates are higher than U.S. domestic rates, differ according to area called and can change. Calls made to/from mobile phones may be higher. One-minute billing increments; partial minutes are billed as full minutes. Recharge minutes may have different rates, surcharges, & terms & conditions & are not refundable. Call Customer Care for available countries and country codes before you leave the U.S. Card cannot be used for toll free calls, calls for paid services with premium charges or for operator-handled calls. Directory Assistance rates are higher than U.S. domestic rates. Card value expires 365 days after activation, recharge or last use. Service provider makes no warranties and its liability is limited per service guide. ANY DISPUTES ARISING FROM PURCHASE OR USE OF THIS PREPAID CARD ARE SETTLED BY ARBITRATION (as per Service Guide). Safeguard your Card/PIN. You are responsible for loss or unauthorized use. Card may be terminated without notice if fraud is suspected. Card is not returnable or exchangeable unless defective. If you recharge, all minutes become non-refundable. Direct unresolved complaints to the regulatory agency in the state where Card was purchased. Service provided by AT&T Corp. or affiliate; by AT&T Alascom in AK. Service provided where authorized. Only for sale where authorized. Call Customer Care or visit www.usa.att.com/traveler for available countries and country codes before you leave the U.S. Visit www.virtualprepaidminutes.com to check calling rates, learn about offers, look up your balance, find valuable FAQs, recharge your Card online, and more!